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'The popular Color Mixing Recipe Cards by William F. Powell has served as a handy
reference of essential color combinations for almost 10 years. And now this collection of
recipes is available in an updated, convenient format developed with your needs in
mind! Conveniently packaged in a concealed wire-o-bound book that lies flat when
opened, the recipe cards will always stay in order with no risk of getting lost. The book
also includes a Color Mixing Grid—the perfect guide for accurately measuring paints.
With mixing recipes for more than 450 color combinations, along with instruction in a
variety of painting techniques, Color Mixing Recipes is a valuable and practical
resource for both oil and acrylic artists
“Guides readers toward the road less consumptive, offering practical advice and moral
support while making a convincing case that individual actions . . . do matter.”
—Elizabeth Royte, author, Garbage Land and Bottlemania Like many people, Beth Terry
didn’t think an individual could have much impact on the environment. But while laid up
after surgery, she read an article about the staggering amount of plastic polluting the
oceans, and decided then and there to kick her plastic habit. In Plastic-Free, she shows
you how you can too, providing personal anecdotes, stats about the environmental and
health problems related to plastic, and individual solutions and tips on how to limit your
plastic footprint. Presenting both beginner and advanced steps, Terry includes handy
checklists and tables for easy reference, ways to get involved in larger community
actions, and profiles of individuals—Plastic-Free Heroes—who have gone beyond
personal solutions to create change on a larger scale. Fully updated for the paperback
edition, Plastic-Free also includes sections on letting go of eco-guilt, strategies for
coping with overwhelming problems, and ways to relate to other people who aren’t as
far along on the plastic-free path. Both a practical guide and the story of a personal
journey from helplessness to empowerment, Plastic-Free is a must-read for those
concerned about the ongoing health and happiness of themselves, their children, and
the planet.
'The perfect guide for any aspiring watercolorist, this book includes more than 400 paint
recipes, each revealing the color proportions and dilution level needed to achieve the
featured swatch. Artists also will discover helpful tips about altering values, graying with
complements, and creating portrait colors. A color mixing grid makes measuring simple,
and the concealed wire-o bound book lies flat when opened for convenience.
An experimental approach to the study and teaching of color is comprised of exercises
in seeing color action and feeling color relatedness before arriving at color theory.
“When I was in pharmacy school, I discovered that food has a profound impact on our
healing and that what we put in our bodies will either heal us or make us sicker. In the
same way that we use pharmaceuticals to impact our biology, we can use food as our
medicine. I call this concept food pharmacology. Food is one of the most powerful tools
in your healing journey.” - Dr. Izabella Wentz More than 35 million Americans currently
suffer from Hashimoto’s—the country’s fastest-growing autoimmune disease, which
affects the thyroid gland and causes the body to attack its own cells. Many individuals
with or without a formal diagnosis suffer daily symptoms, including chronic cough, acid
reflux, irritable bowel syndrome, allergies, persistent pain, hair loss, brain fog, and
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forgetfulness. Hashimoto’s Food Pharmacology combines Dr. Izabella Wentz’s
revolutionary and proven approach to reversing thyroid symptoms with delicious, easyto-use recipes that delight the taste buds while they heal the body. Inside you will
discover: • 125 delicious and nutritious recipes for salads, smoothies, bone broths and
crockpot and bibimbap-style meals, with thyroid-supporting nutrient details on every
page • Over 100 stunning food and lifestyle photographs • Tips for revamping your
kitchen and pantry • An FAQ for easy reference and quick answers • Easy-to-use,
personalized meal plans and food rotation schedules to accommodate any diet
Successfully transforming the lives of thousands, Dr. Izabella Wentz makes it easier
than ever before to live a life free from the suffering of autoimmune disease.
This is a basic book on the theory of color mixing -- but it's not your ordinary color
theory book by any means. This one comes from Helen Van Wyk, recognized by her
many thousands of fans and by her contemporaries as the quintessential expert on
color mixing. She explains color mixing clearly so that oil and acrylic painters will learn
how to put color theory into action. They'll see how they can paint any subject with the
six basic colors plus white and gray.
People, places and things are the major classifications of subject matter.
Nobody ever said that oil painting was easy. But it gets much easier and a lot more fun
when you follow a step-by-step approach that starts you off on the right foot, helps you
build your skills one at a time, and gives you plenty of exercises to develop your craft.
That’s what you’ll find in Oil Painting For Dummies. Completely free of arty jargon, this
full-color guide has all the hands-on instruction you need to master the basics. You’ll
see how to plan a painting, build an image in layers, mix colors, and create stunning
compositions. You’ll also find everything you need to know about oil paints, solvents,
and pigments; brushes, palettes, and painting surfaces; and how to keep costs down at
the art supply store. Discover how to: Choose the right supplies Set up your studio and
care for your equipment Handle your materials safely Develop your design and
composition skills Make practice sketches and studies Use broken stroke, dry brush,
glazing, scraffito and other brush strokes Try out different compositions Mix any color
you want Simplify tricky still-life subjects Paint landscapes and common objects out
doors Paint portraits and the human form Complete with handy color chart, basic
materials list, and a very useful viewing square, Oil Painting For Dummies is the fun
and easy way to discover your inner artist!

A clear, comprehensive guide to colour mixing for the watercolour artist. It begins
with simple colour theory and a colour wheel, with a template provided so that
readers can paint their own; a vital step towards understanding colour. There is
vividly illustrated guidance on complementary, warm and cool colours, colour
tone, using a limited palette, dull and bright colours and factoring in local colour.
There follows an array of essential colour mixes using widely available Winsor &
Newton colours. A beautifully presented and practical guide to understanding and
mixing colours. Watercolour artists from beginners to more experienced painters
will find this a handy, comprehensive guide.
Instilling knowledge and confidence in budding artists, the color wheel on the
front of this creative guide makes mixing oil paints easy by instantly displaying
the outcomes of various color combinations. After going over the basic principles
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of color mixing, this book features eight unique projects that employ different oil
painting techniques, from color blending and glazing to lifting out and working
from dark to light. Each project is accompanied by an explanation and illustration
of the technique as well as at-a-glance advice on the correct color-mixing
methods for that specific endeavor. A gallery of finished works, providing
examples and inspiration, is also included.
The definitive color-mixing resource for oil and acrylic artists, Color Mixing
Recipes for Oil & Acrylic includes color mixing charts that list each color needed
to create a combination and painting instructions in a handy, portable size. Follow
these four simple steps to mix more than 450 color combinations: Look in the
Color Guidance Index for the subject you want to paint--for example, "Sunflower
Yellow." Find the Color Recipe with the subject's recipe number ("8") and a photo
of the actual paint mixture. Use the Color Mixing Grid to measure each paint
color. Mix the color. It's that easy! You'll also learn about color theory, color value
mixing, complementary colors, graying color naturally, and mixingportrait colors.
Walter Foster's best-selling Color Mixing Recipes series also includes Color
Mixing Recipes for Watercolor, Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits, and Color
Mixing Recipes for Landscapes. These books contain hundreds of precise color
mixing combinations for realistic results, as well as two acetate grids for
measuring paint units.
Provides instruction on mixing color combinations for painting subjects ranging
from apples and cabbage to skin tones and buffalo.
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated
Sally's Baking Addiction cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for
indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert options,
including some vegan and gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney
loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's Baking Addiction, has become a trusted
source for fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's
famous recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies,
No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark Chocolate Butterscotch
Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true
sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads & Muffins Breakfasts Brownies &
Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier
Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet with
none of the fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets
with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
A Washington Post bestselling cookbook Become the favorite family chef with
100 tested, perfected, and family approved recipes. The healthy cookbook for
every meal of the day: Once upon a time, Jenn Segal went to culinary school and
worked in fancy restaurants. One marriage and two kids later she created Once
Upon a Chef, the popular blog that applies her tried and true chef skills with
delicious, fresh, and approachable ingredients for family friendly meals. With the
authority of a professional chef and the practicality of a busy working mom, Jenn
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shares 100 recipes that will up your kitchen game while surprising you with their
ease. • Helpful tips on topics such as how to season correctly with salt, how to
balance flavors, and how to make the most of leftovers. • Great recipes for easy
weeknight family dinners kids will love, indulgent desserts, fun cocktails, exciting
appetizers, and more. • Jenn Segal is the founder of Once Upon a Chef, the
popular blog showcasing easy, family friendly recipes from a chef's point of view.
Her recipes have been featured on numerous websites, magazines, and
television programs. Fans of Chrissy Teigen, Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, Oh
She Glows, Magnolia Table, and Smitten Kitchen will love Once Upon a Chef, the
Cookbook. With 100 tested, perfected, and family approved recipes with helpful
tips and tricks to improve your cooking. • Breakfast favorites like Maple, Coconut
& Blueberry Granola and Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles • Simple soups, salads
and sandwiches for ideal lunches like the Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired
with Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches • Entrées the whole
family will love like Buttermilk Fried Chicken Tenders • Tasty treats for those
casual get togethers like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and Sweet, Salty & Spicy
Pecans • Go to sweets such as Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic Chocolate
Lover's Birthday Cake
Cover subtitle: An Essential guide to color-- from basic principles to practical
applications.
Color Mixing in Acrylic features a range of techniques and valuable instruction for
working with and mixing color in this classic medium.
This pocket-sized guide to quick and accurate color mixing is an essential reference for
artists of all media. Inside are 2,460 printed color mixes from 12 standard artist paints.
Each page features the range you can get from any two of these colors. Artists can
seek out the color they desire, identify the hues they need to mix and then instantly
reproduce the color on their palette. They'll also find invaluable information about every
color including the strength, transparency and handling qualities of the colors used to
attain it. The book's compact and convenient design lets artists take it anywhere,
capturing the color inspiration as it hits them.
Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor is the definitive color-mixing resource for
watercolor artists. With a wide spectrum of paint recipes, each revealing the color
proportions and dilution level needed to achieve the featured swatch, this user-friendly
book also includes a color-mixing grid that makes measuring simple. Follow these four
simple steps to mix more than 450 color combinations: Look in the Color Guidance
Index for the subject you want to paint--for example, "Eucalyptus Bark." Find the Color
Recipe with the subject's recipe number ("293") and an example of the actual paint
mixture. Use the Color Mixing Grid to measure each paint color. Mix the color. It's that
easy! You'll also learn about color theory, mixingvalues, graying color naturally, mixing
portrait colors, and more. Also available from Walter Foster's best-selling Color Mixing
Recipes series: 1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & Watercolor; Color Mixing
Recipes for Oil & Acrylic; Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits; and Color Mixing Recipes
for Landscapes.
This pocket-sized, practical guide has everything the acrylic artist needs to know about
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colour mixing, from colour theory to complementary, warm and cool colours, colour
tone, using a limited palette, dull and bright colours and local colour. There follows an
array of essential colour mixes using widely available Winsor & Newton colours. Clear,
practical and beautifully presented advice.
The follow-up to Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor offers a robust index of landscape
subjects that correspond to the featured color mixing swatches, discussing how color is
influenced by the time of day, the angle of the sun and changing seasons.
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist
Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or
less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the
Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly
gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana
shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and
100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this practical but inspiring
cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made in
one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. • Delicious options for hearty
entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a
snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step
recipes with standard and metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s
Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves
delicious food that happens to be healthy too.
This book helps artists understand how to mix colours in different mediums and how
colour can help to develop their work. Artworks illustrate how to put theory into practice
and it is suitable for beginners or professional artists.
In What’s Gaby Cooking Everyday California, Gaby Dalkin shares more than 125 of
her favorite simple and fresh recipes and offers a glimpse into what it’s like to “go
coastal.” It’s about always having something tasty to eat, thanks to handy and
delicious pantry staples (avocado oil! quinoa! limes! dark chocolate!), as well as an
arsenal of easy and healthy recipes, like Chimichurri Cauliflower Rice Bowl with Grilled
Fish, Taco Skillet Bake, and Street Corn Pizza. The book covers all the
staples—avocado toast, grain bowls, greens, carbs, healthy mains, cocktails, and more.
For Gaby, California is not so much a place but a state of mind, and this cookbook
proves that no matter where you live, you can still apply the same philosophy. All it
takes is finding the freshest produce you can, stocking up on some versatile pantry
staples, and keeping flavors and techniques simple. After that, the only thing left to do
is kick back, pour yourself a California Girl Margarita, and listen for those ocean waves.
Unofficial Bridgerton Coloring Book features 30 one-sided, removable coloring pages
inspired by the hit Netflix series Bridgerton.
Demystifying its subject for professionals and students alike, this title inspires confidence in
colour's application to graphic design, illustration, painting, textile art, and textile design.
A concise guide to mixing 25 popular Winsor & Newton Artist's Oil Colours, which gives an at-aglance guide to over 2000 hues and shades. This is a complete visual reference, enabling
artists to re-create what they see on their palette and on their works of art. The 25 colours have
been specially chosen as the most useful for a wide range of oil painting, and the book shows
how to match precisely any shade you want to reproduce in your work. This useful guide is
intended for both amateur and professional artists and will prove invaluable in the studio and
when painting on location.
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1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & Watercolor is the definitive color-mixing resource
for oil, acrylic, and watercolor artists. This user-friendly compendium is color coded for quickand-easy reference and includes two removable color-mixing grids--one for oil or acrylic, and
one for watercolor. Follow these four simple steps to mix more than 1,500 color combinations:
Look in the Color Guidance Index for the subject you want to paint--for example, "Broccoli."
Find the Color Recipe with the subject's recipe number ("81") and a photo of the actual paint
mixture. Use the Color Mixing Grid to measure each paint color. Mix the color. It's that easy!
You'll also learn about color theory, mixing values, complementary colors, graying color
naturally, mixing portrait colors, rendering skies and clouds, and more. Also available from
Walter Foster's best-selling Color Mixing Recipes series: Color Mixing Recipes for Oil &
Acrylic, Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor, Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits, and Color
Mixing Recipes for Landscapes.
The Color Mixing Bible takes the time and effort out of experimenting with colors by showing
you the vast range of color mixes possible in each of the major artists' media.
This book is the definitive colour-mixing resource for oil, acrylic, and watercolour artists. This
user-friendly compendium is colour coded for quick-and-easy reference. You'll learn about
colour theory, mixing values, complementary colours, greying colour naturally, mixing portrait
colours, rendering skies and clouds, and more.
Learn to mix virtually any skin tone in oil, acrylic, and watercolor paints with the recipes and
acrylic mixing grid in Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits.
A must-have reference book for today's artists and art students. Every artist needs to learn and
master the still life. Written by a well-known artist and expert instructor, The Art of Still Life
offers a comprehensive, contemporary approach to the subject that instructs artists on the
foundation basics and advanced techniques they need for successful drawing and painting. In
addition to Casey's stunning paintings, the work of over fifty past and present masters is
included, so that the book will do double duty as a hardworking how-to manual and a visual
treasure trove of some of the finest still life art throughout history and being created today.
More than 100 inspiring recipes and crafts to cook, bake, and create during that precious hour
known as naptime. Every parent knows how magical naptime is-that blissful hour when the
house is quiet and you actually have a few moments to yourself. Now Jamielyn Nye, founder of
the popular blog IHeartNaptime.net and mother of three, is making naptime even more
delicious with her highly anticipated first cookbook. With millions of visitors a month, I Heart
Naptime has become a favorite online destination for readers who can't get enough of Nye's
easy, kid-pleasing recipes and adorable crafts. From Fluffy Buttermilk Biscuits to BLT Salad
with Homemade Buttermilk Ranch Dressing, One-Pot Cheesy Bacon and Chive Macaroni, and
Cookies 'n' Cream Cupcakes, THE I HEART NAPTIME COOKBOOK features more than 100
recipes that have you covered for any meal, snack, or sweet craving-and many will even
inspire your kids to help in the kitchen! In addition to recipes, Nye's charming crafts like DIY
plates, napkins, and aprons transform any meal into a celebration and makes it easy to give
the perfect gift, from a basket of homemade toffee to birthday cupcakes. An indispensable
resource for home cooks and busy parents, THE I HEART NAPTIME COOKBOOK will make it
easy to answer that age-old question, "What's for dinner?"
- Provides more than 450 combination formulas for quick color mixing reference- Features
color mixing grid for accurate paint measurements- Offers instruction in a variety of basic
painting techniques- Packaged in a reusable, peggable plastic pouch- Applies to either acrylic
or oil
1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & WatercolorAchieve Precise Color when Painting
Landscapes, Portraits, Still Lifes, and MoreWalter Foster Pub
With concise, clear instructions and easy-to-read color charts, Mix Your Own Oil Colors is a
valuable reference tool that takes you through the fundamentals of color theory, teaching you
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terms such as hue, value, and saturation. In addition, it provides the exact proportions for
mixing dozens of blues, yellows, reds, pinks, oranges, greens, and purples. As you discover
the joys of mixing both vibrant and nuanced colors, you also will learn how to mix a range of
rich neutrals using complementary or primary colors, how to darken colors without resorting to
black, and much more. Beginners and experienced artists alike will appreciate this
comprehensive guide that shows them how to mix just about any oil paint color!
A practical and inspirational manual that shows you a huge range of color mixes in watercolor.
The aim of the book is to encourage you to get to know colors well and be motivated to explore
and experiment with color. Use the book as a handy reference when you want to know how to
mix a specific color, or as a catalog of inspiration when seeking ideas to try in your work. The
handy color viewing card included can be used to view each color swatch in isolation. This will
help sharpen your perception of the color or allow you to pinpoint a specific shade to use in
your own work.
From Caucasian to Latino and East Indian hues, this convenient book features master mixes
for an arry of skin colors, plus recipes for hair, eye, and lip colors. The concealed wire-o bound
book also includes a plastic color-mixing grid for measuring out paints, as well as a handy
conversion chart for finding acrylic equivalents of oil paints and vice versa.
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking and the
IACP Cookbook of the Year Award "The one book you must have, no matter what you’re
planning to cook or where your skill level falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered
how to pan-fry a steak with a charred crust and an interior that's perfectly medium-rare from
edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as
satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue box stuff, but far tastier? How to roast a
succulent, moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a foolproof method that works every
time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these
questions and more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American
dishes, delving into the interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create great
food. Kenji shows that often, conventional methods don’t work that well, and home cooks can
achieve far better results using new—but simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make
recipes with over 1,000 full-color images, you will find out how to make foolproof Hollandaise
sauce in just two minutes, how to transform one simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes,
how to make the crispiest, creamiest potato casserole ever conceived, and much more.
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